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BASIS OF REPORT
This document has been prepared by SLR with reasonable skill, care and diligence, and taking account of the manpower, timescales and
resources devoted to it by agreement with Bernard Matthews Foods (Derby) Limited (the Client) as part or all of the services it has been
appointed by the Client to carry out. It is subject to the terms and conditions of that appointment.
SLR shall not be liable for the use of or reliance on any information, advice, recommendations and opinions in this document for any
purpose by any person other than the Client. Reliance may be granted to a third party only in the event that SLR and the third party
have executed a reliance agreement or collateral warranty.
Information reported herein may be based on the interpretation of public domain data collected by SLR, and/or information supplied
by the Client and/or its other advisors and associates. These data have been accepted in good faith as being accurate and valid.
The copyright and intellectual property in all drawings, reports, specifications, bills of quantities, calculations and other information set
out in this report remain vested in SLR unless the terms of appointment state otherwise.
This document may contain information of a specialised and/or highly technical nature and the Client is advised to seek clarification on
any elements which may be unclear to it.
Information, advice, recommendations and opinions in this document should only be relied upon in the context of the whole document
and any documents referenced explicitly herein and should then only be used within the context of the appointment.
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Introduction
SLR Consulting Limited (SLR) has been instructed by Bernard Matthews Foods (Derby) Limited (BMFL) to prepare
an application for a bespoke installation environmental permit (EP) for the poultry processing facility located at
Shaftsbury Street, Derby, DE23 8YH (the site) for submission to the Environment Agency (EA).
The site is currently operational and has been operating for a number of years. Due to an increase in the capacity
of the processing plant, the site now exceeds the threshold for requiring an EP under Schedule 1 of the
Environmental Permitting Regulations (EPR) (England and Wales) 2016 (as amended), Section 6.8 The Treatment
of animal and vegetable and food industries:
•

Part A(1)(d)(i) – treatment and processing, other than exclusively packaging, of the following raw
materials, whether previously processed or unprocessed, intended for the production of food or feed;
only animal raw materials with a finished product production capacity greater than 75 tonnes per day.

The following Directly Associated Activities (DAA) also take place on site:
• Combustion Plant; and
• Discharge to sewer.
The site processes whole poultry carcasses and portions delivered to site from other parent company premises
(2 Sisters Food Group) and processes these into two distinct product streams across 16 process lines:
• Ready to Eat (RTE); and
• Ready to Cook (RTC).
As the operations involves cooking and the use of marinades/rubs, the operation is classed as a listed activity
under the EPR and hence requires an EP. The site utilises onsite combustion equipment to power all on site
activities and has a discharge consent with the local sewerage undertaker for all process effluents.
The Odour Management Plan has been produced in accordance with the Environment Agency Odour
Management Plan Template, Version 2, dated 5 May 2021.

1.1

Site description

The site processes whole poultry carcasses and portions, which involves cooking and the use of marinades/rubs.
The Site is centred on National Grid Reference SK 35717 33826 on 37 Shaftsbury Street, Derby, DE23 8YH, and
lies approximately 2.4km southeast of Derby City Centre. The site is accessed via Shaftesbury Street South, which
connects to the A514 (Osmaston Road) further to the north.
The Site location is illustrated on Drawing 001. The Site boundary is shown on Drawing 002, and Site Layout on
Drawing 003.
The Site is located in Sir Francis Lay Industrial Estate and is surrounded by predominantly commercial/industrial
premises. Residential properties are located in close proximity to the site in all directions. To the north is a place
of worship (Gurdwara), to the east is a railway line and the Sir Francis Lay industrial estate, to the south is a
railway line and open ground and to the west are residential properties.
The site is operational 6 days a week Monday – Saturday. The process lines utilise different operational hours:
•
•

RTE (1 shift) 0600 – 1800; and
RTC (2 shifts) 0600 – 1400 & 1400 - 2200.

.
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The site utilises a range of working patterns including mornings, days, afternoons and nights and therefore the
site is operational during these periods.

1.2

Maintenance and review of the OMP

The Health, Safety and Environment (SHE) Manager is responsible for the OMP and ensuring that training levels
of all relevant site personnel on the components of the OMP is adequate, relevant and up to date.
The OMP document is stored electronically within the site Environmental Management System (EMS) and is
available at all times for site personnel to access in the site office.
The OMP will be reviewed at least once a year. However, the OMP is intended to be a ‘live document which
serves as a reference during daily operation and as such will be updated on a more frequent basis should the
following occur:
•
•

compliant is received, which on subsequent investigation result in the identification of further control
measures; or
a significant change to the sites operations or infrastructure occurs.

Site personnel have undertaken relevant training in association with the OMP, to ensure their professional and
technical development continues to ensure the site operates correctly, to control and to prevent the unintended
release of odour. Any additional training required to implement the OMP will comprise of a briefing from the
SHE Manager and will be delivered every 3 years or after any significant changes to the OMP.

1.3

Relevant sector guidance on which this OMP is based

This report has been drafted to satisfy the requirements of European Commission, Defra and EA Guidance (where
applicable), most notably:
•
•
•

‘Control and monitor emissions for your environmental permit’ (February 2016);
‘H4 Odour Management - how to comply with your environmental permit’ (April 2011); and
European Commission Joint Research Centre – Best Available Techniques Reference (Bref) document
and BAT Conclusion (BATc) for the Food, Drink and Milk Industries (December 2019).

Receptors
2.1

Receptor list

Receptors in close proximity to the site are identified in Table 2-1 and on Figure 2.1.
Table 2-1 Receptor List

Receptor
Reference

Receptor Name

Type

Direction

Approximate
Distance
from the Site
Boundary (in
metres)

Sensitivity
to odour
(low,
medium
and high)

Adjacent

Medium

Local Receptors within 300m of the site boundary
A

Derby Plumbing
supplies / Derby

Commercial/industrial

.
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Type

Direction

Approximate
Distance
from the Site
Boundary (in
metres)

Shaftesbury Street
south

Local road network

South

Adjacent

Railway line

Local transport
network

South

Adjacent

D

Residential
properties

Residential

West and
southwest

adjacent

E

Place of worship

Religious settings

North

Adjacent

F

Sherwood
Recreational
ground

Recreational

Southwest

90

Receptor
Reference

Receptor Name

Sensitivity
to odour
(low,
medium
and high)

Auto Service / 24K
Smoke
B
C

G

H

I

J

High
Low
High
Medium
Low

Pear Tree Infant
School / Pear Tree
Community Junior
School

High
Educational

North

100

Residential
properties along
Coronation Street

Residential

North

100

Residential
properties along
Elton Road

Residential

East

150

Osmaston Park
Road

Local road network

South

300

High

High

.
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Figure 2-1 Receptors

2.2

Wind rose

Figure 2-2 shows wind patterns between 2016-2018 as identified by East Midlands Meteorological Station. The
wind rose shows that winds from the southwest and west are most frequent. Winds from other directions are
less frequent by comparison.

.
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Figure 2-2 East Midlands Meteorological Station Windrose (2016-2018)

Source of odour and site process
3.1

Odorous material entering and leaving the site.

The site accepts raw materials 7 days a week. The raw poultry is transported to the site by Heavy Goods Vehicles
(HGVs) in chilled trailers and spices are supplied in curtain-sided trailers. The raw poultry is delivered in plastic
bags within trays that are stacked and palletised which are delivered directly to a temperature-controlled chiller
ready for production. The raw material has a kill plus life of 2 -4 days therefore minimising the risk of odorous
raw poultry arriving at the site.
All spices are delivered to site in sealed bags and are stored inside an ambient warehouse where they are then
delivered to the process lines upon demand. The spices are decanted into plastic bins with sealed lids.
The RTE and RTC process line products are chilled and are moved directly from the process lines to the despatch
chiller to await dispatch from site. The product is temperature checked before dispatch by chilled trailers which
are used to transport the products to customer premises. The product is contained in film sealed trays.
All category 3 food waste from the onsite processes is temporarily stored in plastic dolav containers with lids and
disposed of into the category 3 waste skips which are fitted with retractable lids. The waste skips are collected 3
times a week (Monday, Wednesday & Friday) and taken to a suitably licenced site for further processing.
If unacceptable material is identified when it arrives at the site, BMFL will reject the load and it will be removed
from the site. If the material is identified following delivery, the material will be removed and stored in the
Category 3 food waste skips.

3.2

Odorous material

Table 3-1 below identifies all potentially odours materials on site.

.
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Table 3-1 Odorous Materials on Site
Odorous and
potentially
odorous material
(solids, liquid, or
gases)

Odour
potential
(high risk /
medium risk
/ low risk

Maximum
quantity on site
at any given day
(tonnes per day
or litres per day)

Maximum
time held
on site
(hours or
days)

General waste

Low

5 tonnes

24 – 36 Top yard
hours

General waste is placed
into a compactor which is
then emptied every other
day and removed from
site via an authorised
waste contractor.

Category 3 food Low
waste

5 tonnes

24 - 36

The food waste is stored
in a sealed category 3
waste skip. The waste is
removed from site every
other day. In the unlikely
event that odour arises
the frequency of the skip’s
removal will increase.

Poultry fat/oil

Low

4000
litres

Active

Low

1000 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Sodium
Hypochlorite

Low

1000 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Causetta 25

Low

1000 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Prebac OPD

Low

20 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Turbo

Low

1000 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

–

6000 7 days

.
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Top yard

Additional comments

Internal
The material is stored
within the inside
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building
containers.
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Odorous and
potentially
odorous material
(solids, liquid, or
gases)

Odour
potential
(high risk /
medium risk
/ low risk

Maximum
quantity on site
at any given day
(tonnes per day
or litres per day)

Maximum
time held
on site
(hours or
days)

Location of
odorous
materials
on site

Alcosan

Low

20 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Cold shield

Low

20 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Holfoam Acid

Low

10 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Maxichlor

Low

1000 litres

7 days

Internal
COSHH
Storage
Area

The material is stored
inside sealed containers.

Ingredients
Low
(including but not
limited
to
seasonings,
sauces,
vegetables)
Please refer to
Appendix 01 for
complete
inventory list.

3.526 tonnes

120 days

Chilled
Ingredients
Store.

The material is stored
inside sealed containers
or individual packages.

Poultry

5 tonnes

Medium

Additional comments

Chilled/frozen ingredients
are stored in accordance
with use by dates.
Ingredients
are
dependent
upon
seasonality and customer
demand.
3 days

.
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Chillers –
despatch
chiller,
cooked
poultry
storage
chiller area
& tumble
poultry
storage
chiller.

All poultry is stored in
chillers,
prior
to
processing
and
immediately after process
until being despatched
from site via chiller
trailers.
Poultry remains chilled
throughout the process of
the RTC and chilled
immediately after cooking
for the RTE process line.
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Overview of odorous processes and emissions

BMFL operate at 3 main buildings at 37 Shaftsbury Street, Derby, DE23 8YH, namely:
•
•
•

Site A;
Site B; and
Site C

The site layout is shown on Drawing 003.
The site utilises two production process lines which are situated in Site B building. The processes are detailed
below.

3.3.1

RTE Process Flow

The poultry proceeds to the process line which includes a variety of steps but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

interim storage;
ingredient preparation;
seasoning;
searing; and
cooking.

Refrigerated poultry in plastic bags contained within creates arrive at the buildings via Shaftesbury Street South.
The poultry is stored immediately in the chiller storage for a maximum of 3 days, usually it is processed on the
same day. The RTE process has the potential to produce odorous smells from the cooking of poultry products.
The poultry proceeds through the above steps which enables the marinade and rubs to be applied to the poultry
before being cooked either in the formcook, ovens or flame grill. The poultry is then immediately chilled before
being place into trays which are sealed with a film and heating tool via a proseal sealing machine, where gas is
added, minimising the odour potential of the poultry. The product is then stored in the despatch chiller storage
at the correct temperature for a maximum of one day awaiting removal from the site via HGV chillers. No poultry
or product is stored within the Ambient Storage area.
BMFL have filters installed on the RTE cooking stack. These units are maintained and monitored. Any issues which
are identified are rectified.

.
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RTC Process Flow

The RTC process line does not require cooking and therefore odour is unlikely to arise from the process. Due to
the nature of the process and that the poultry remains chilled throughout the process, no odours smells are
precited. The poultry is place into trays which are sealed with a film and heating tool via a proseal sealing
machine, where gas is added, minimising the odour potential of the poultry. The product is then stored in the
despatch chiller storage for a maximum of one day awaiting removal from the site via HGV chillers.

3.3.3

Cleaning

Equipment is cleaned daily when not in use. Cleaning involves the manual removal of gross debris which is
deposited into a suitable waste container followed by pre-rinse and application of detergent. The cleaned
surfaces are rinsed with fresh water and allowed to dry. Chemicals used on site include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active;
Alcosan;
Cold Shield;
Holfoam Acid;
Maxichlor;
Turbo;
Prebac OPD;
Sodium Hypochloride; and
Causetta 25.

3.3.4

Ammonia Plant Room

The site utilises an onsite ammonia plant room for the refrigeration of raw material and products. The plant has
the potential to leak ammonia.

3.3.5

Odorous Materials

If an odorous product or product which exceeds kill dates for human consumption is identified on site, the
product is isolated, transferred to the sealed category 3 skip, and disposed offsite to a regulated facility within 1
day.

.
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Site Effluent Screening

The site operates a rope mop fat skimmer which collects water and fat from the cleaning in place (CIP) system
for the revoband and revodrum ovens. The fat is skimmed off the top and into IBC’s containers. The remaining
clean water is discharged to sewer.

.
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Control measures and process monitoring
4.1

Appropriate measures / BAT
Table 4-1 Appropriate Measures

Odorous and
potentially
odorous process
material
General waste

Control measures (Appropriate
Measure / BAT)

Monitoring
frequency

Stored inside a compactor skip Daily & weekly.
which is emptied every other day.

Category 3 food All category 3 food waste is
waste movement
moved outside from a chilled
area via lidded plastic dolav
containers.

Constant – on
going
during
the operation of
moving
the
waste.

Monitoring procedure
and optimum process
parameters

Trigger level

Action taken if outside optimum
process parameters

Visual inspections are Bin overflowing or odorous Compactor skip will be emptied
undertaken to ensure smell identified.
more frequently.
bins are emptied.
If bins and/or the compactor
Weekly environmental
skip is full, receipt of raw
site
inspection
is
material will cease until the
completed.
process is back under control.
Visual inspections to Dolav containers overflowing
ensure that the dolav or odorous smell is identified.
containers
are
structurally sound and
that
the
oldest
material is emptied
first and that the lids
are
shut
when
transporting waste.
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The dolav container will be
emptied more regularly into the
Category 3 waste skips.
If all dolav containers are full,
receipt of raw material will cease
until the process is back under
control and there is capacity to
store the waste correctly.
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Monitoring
frequency

Category 3 food Stored in designated category 3 Daily & weekly
waste storage.
skips with a sealed lid which are
emptied regularly (Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday).
Located outside of the 3 main
buildings.

Monitoring procedure
and optimum process
parameters

Trigger level

Visual inspections to Skips overflowing or odorous
ensure that the skips smell identified.
retractable lids are
shut and that the skip
with
the
oldest
materials are emptied
first.
Olfactory inspection to
identify odour.

Action taken if outside optimum
process parameters

The skips will be emptied more
frequently.
If skips are full, receipt of raw
material with cease until the
process is back under control.

Intake of raw Raw material is offloaded from Constant during Olfactory inspection to Odorous/problematic batch.
material
from enclosed chilled HGV trailers.
offloading.
identify
odorous
chiller
trailers The poultry is chilled at this stage,
product.
HGV’s.
inside sealed plastic bags and
contained in palletised crates.

The problematic batch will be
isolated and removed from site
to an authorised facility at the
next available opportunity.

Storage of poultry The poultry is stored in the chiller Constant
– Visual inspection to
in the chillers.
temporarily prior to being ongoing
ensure that the oldest
processed in the adjacent through shift.
raw material is used
processing lines.
first on the processing
lines and that the
The poultry remains chilled and
oldest
poultry
is
covered when not being
despatched first.
processed.

Product at the front of the chiller
will be used before any newer
raw material is used on the
process lines.
The oldest processed poultry will
be despatched to customer
premises first.
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Monitoring
frequency

Monitoring procedure
and optimum process
parameters

First in First Out system used
from the chillers.
Following processing all poultry is
chilled and stored in refrigerated
chillers.
This is located inside Site B
building.
Cooking of poultry

The cooking of poultry occurs in Weekly
either an oven, formcook or
flame grill which is an enclosed
area.
All doors are shut.
No windows remain open.
Ventilation and chimney stacks
are provided with filters which
prevents odour being emitted
externally. Chimney stacks and
abatement
equipment
are
controlled
by
planned
preventative
maintenance.
Additionally, they are cleaned
annual by external contractors.

Trigger level

Action taken if outside optimum
process parameters

Older processed poultry at
the front of the despatch
chiller not being emptied and
older processed poultry
behind being used first.

Olfactory inspection Excessive odour from the RTE The processing operation will
(sniff test) to identify processing line.
cease.
odour.
The source of odour will be
identified, investigated and
contained in a sealed container
to be disposed of offsite.
Additional mitigation may be
identified, implemented and
recorded.
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Monitoring
frequency

Monitoring procedure
and optimum process
parameters

Trigger level

Action taken if outside optimum
process parameters

Following cooking the poultry is
chilled immediately.
A deep clean of the ovens is
undertaken daily.
This is located inside Site B
building.
Storage of cleaning Chemicals will be contained in Daily – during Olfactory inspection to Odorous smell from the
chemicals
the correct container and stored the cleaning of identify odour.
storage area of chemicals.
in the internal COSHH storage the site.
area which is a safe and secure
location.

Identify
the
problematic
chemical.
Contain the chemical properly.
If a container has leaked,
material suitable for absorbing
and containing minor spillages
will be used to clean the
problematic area.
Transfer remaining chemicals to
new fit for purpose container.

Shipping
of The product is chilled and is
product from site.
removed from the internal
despatch chiller when the chilled
HGV trailers has arrived on site.
The product is stored in film
sealed trays.

The pallets will be inspected,
and
the
problem
batch
identified. This pallet will be
isolated and disposed of in the
correct sealed skip before being
sent to an authorized company
for disposal.

Constant
– Olfactory inspection to Odorous smell being emitted
ongoing
identify odour.
from the pallets.
through loading
of the chilled
trailers.
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Monitoring
frequency

Monitoring procedure
and optimum process
parameters

Trigger level

Action taken if outside optimum
process parameters

The product is temperature
checked before loading on to the
chilled trailers.
Product exceeding Reject
and
return
any Daily
kill plus life dates.
unacceptable material.
The
product
is
isolated,
transferred to the category 3
skips.
Ammonia
refrigeration leaks

Olfactory inspection to Product exceeds kill dates for
identify odour.
human consumption.
Odorous smell being emitted
from product.

The refrigeration plant comprises The system is The detection systems Ammonia
of an ammonia leak detection monitored
monitors 24/7 for alarm.
system and LEV system.
continuously.
ammonia.
The abatement is maintained in
accordance with manufactures
specification.
An
external
contractor services and provides
planned
preventative
maintenance of the plant.

leak

The product will be isolated, put
into a dolav container and put
into the category 3 skip and
disposed of offsite to a regulated
facility within 1 day, if not on the
same day.

detection Ammonia evacuation escalation
protocol through the site’s
business continuity plan.
Raw material or product is
moved to an alternative chiller
area to allow for the
refrigeration to be assessed by
appointed specialist contractors.
If the refrigeration capacity
decreases on site, the level of
raw material will reduce to align
with operational capacity.

This is located inside Site B
building.
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Monitoring
frequency

The fat is contained in IBC Daily & weekly.
containers which are sealed as
soon as practicable to do so.
Effluent screening is undertaken
adjacent to the Site B building.

Monitoring procedure
and optimum process
parameters

Trigger level

Action taken if outside optimum
process parameters

Olfactory inspection to Odorous smell being emitted The effluent screening will
identify odour.
from the screening process cease.
or the IBC containers.
The source of odour will be
identified, investigated and
contained in a sealed IBC
container to be disposed of
offsite to a regulated facility.
If an IBC container is identified as
being odorous this will be
removed to a regulated facility
within 1 day, if not on the same
day.
Additional mitigation may be
identified, implemented and
recorded.
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Odour Reporting
5.1

Complaints Reports

In the event that actual or potential non-compliances occur on site, these are recorded in the site log book by
the SHE Manager. The SHE Manager investigates each event and identifies a solution to remedy it and prevent it
from reoccurring. If the non-compliance event is sustained, the operations may be stopped until a solution can
be found, to minimise harm to the environment.
The remedial actions taken in response to the non-compliance includes:
•

obtaining additional information on the nature and extent of the non-compliance;

•

discussing and testing alternative solutions;

•

modifying procedures and responsibilities;

•

seeking approval for additional resources and training;

•

contacting suppliers and contractors to seek alterations to the way they operate; and

•

informing the Environment Agency.

The SHE Manager shall inform the EA of the odour complaint and the outcome of the investigation within 48
hours of the complaint.

5.2

Community engagement

The SHE Manager (or nominated representative) will act as liaison with the regulator, neighbouring businesses
and local community for issues relating to odour nuisance.
The nominated representative will respond promptly to all complaints by undertaking an investigation into the
odorous event, including, operations on site and mitigation measures in place at the time of the complaint.
Complainants will be informed of the investigation to ensure that any perceived nuisance being cause is dealt
with effectively. The finding and remedial actions taken to reduce odour will be communicated with the
complaint to ensure effective community engagement with the local community.
Good communication will be maintained to prevent anxieties between the site and the surrounding
communities.
Regular, accessible liaison arrangements will be implemented in order to provide information as freely as
possible.

5.3

Pro-active odour monitoring

BMFL will undertake daily pro-active odour monitoring at the site, this will include taking daily sniff tests at key
points throughout the units and at perimeter locations. To maintain consistency in determining odour the same
person(s) will conduct the sniff test of each release point at the site and use an odour grading scale to record
findings. Additionally, the staff responsible for odour monitoring will work in an office environment away from
the factory floor, to ensure that they are not subject to odour emitted during the factory operations.
Odour monitoring is undertaken during various weather conditions and at different times of the day to ensure
that the monitoring is representative and objective. The conditions include no wind, wet and dry days, morning
and afternoon.
The monitoring undertaken forms part of the 110 Weekly Environmental Inspection Checklist form.
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All potential odour sources are controlled and managed by a preventative maintenance regime. Chimney stacks
and flues are clean annually by an external contractor. The ovens are cleaned daily to prevent the accumulation
of debris and therefore odour.

5.4

Reactive odour monitoring

The objective of the response to complaints received is to investigate the incident and review the site practices
and controls in place at the time of the event to allow for additional controls to be put in place, thus preventing
a repeat of the incident. If necessary, the complainant(s) and the regulator would be informed of the findings of
the investigation and any actions subsequently taken.
Investigations will include, but not be limited to the following:
•

Visit by a member of Site Management to the location of the complaint, to verify the issue (If complaint
is made after the event this may not be possible);

•

A review of site activities in operation at the time of the incident;

•

A review of the odour monitoring results for the period of the incident, if applicable;

•

For recurring events, the frequency of daily sniff tests should be increased to a twice daily basis;

•

A review of control measures in place at the time of the incident (i.e. doors left open etc); and

•

A review of the meteorological conditions at the time of the incident (i.e. recorded wind direction and
wind speed recorded in the site log book).

Abnormal events
The abnormal events identified for the BMFL site are present below in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1 Abnormal Events
Abnormal event

Recovery steps

Equipment Break-down

Critical infrastructure analysis has been carried out
and BMFL store critical parts on site.

Power failure

Consultation with the landlord as they deal with
High Voltage Systems and has control of the
electricity supply.

Fire

A Fire Evacuation Plan is in place, refer to
Emergency Management Plan.
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Abnormal event

Recovery steps

Lack of staff

Staffline Agency Company. BMFL can utilise Amber
Foods (Parent Company) to collect waste and utilise
additional contractors to collect waste from site.

Offsite shipping ceases

Temporary shutdown.
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